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ELECTRIC AT ITS HEART,
RETRO IN ITS SOUL
Instantly iconic, the all-electric Honda e Prototype
is an extraordinary vision of driving in the 21st Century.
Going electric means silent running, instant torque, linear
performance whilst offering cost-effective motoring, as well as
zero tailpipe emissions. Developed from the award-winning
concept car, the Honda e Prototype is perfectly balanced for joyful
city commutes, while equally comfortable on weekend journeys.

PRACTICAL FOR EVERY DAY,
THRILLING AT EVERY TURN
The Honda e Prototype features a low centre of gravity
and power goes to the rear wheels, so it turns city
streets into your playground – car parks have never
looked so inviting.
Responsive torque gives you the power to take the
lead from every green light. Exceptional handling and
silent running means you can glide serenely through
the liveliest streets your city has to offer.

STRIKINGLY
DIFFERENT,
BEAUTIFULLY
CLASSIC
Elegant lines and muted colours create an inviting
interior with a low lounge feel. Bold design details like
the spacious cabin and widescreen dashboard feel
strikingly modern yet instantly classic.
Curves inspired by the first-generation Honda Civic
are updated with flared arches, a low body and wide
stance. The striking profile is enhanced with a two-tone
roof, dynamic face, tailgate and illuminated badges.
Flush surfaces and narrow panel gaps aren’t purely for
aesthetics. The clean lines also increase aerodynamics
to improve driving range.

ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY,
REDEFINED
SIMPLICITY

Technology in the Honda e Prototype is elegantly
simple, and designed to create a seamless
connection between your life and your car.
Dual-screen displays gives you intuitive control over
a range of intelligent applications and services.
Parking and manoeuvring are enhanced by the
Camera Mirror System, which replaces the door
mirrors with high-definition cameras to increase
the field of vision and to enhance visibility.

BREAK FROM CONVENTION,
JOIN THE CHARGE
Go anywhere, any time.
With a range of over 125 miles, the Honda e Prototype is ideal for your daily
commute as well as your weekend adventures. The fast-charging option means
80% battery charge can be achieved in just 30 minutes, so you can easily
extend the range to travel further afield.
The glass covered charging port welcomes the driver with LED lighting
informing them of the charging status, whilst its central bonnet location, offers
easy access to plug into the rapidly spreading charge network across the UK.

REGISTER
FOR UPDATES
Be one of the first to lead the way and make
a real change for future generations.
Honda’s highly anticipated fully electric car
aims to help evolve the industry when it goes
on sale in early 2020. You can be among
the first to own this head-turning model as
reservations will open in early Summer 2019.
Ensure you don’t miss out by registering
for updates on the new Honda e Prototype:
honda.co.uk/cars/new/coming-soon/
honda-e/ev-register-interest/
register-interest.html

